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About This Game

The Ball is a first person action-adventure game featuring a full single-player experience built on Epic’s Unreal™ Engine 3
technology. As a swashbuckling archaeologist working on the slopes of a dormant volcano somewhere in Mexico, you get stuck
in a cavern. It doesn’t take long before you realize this is more than just a cave. You reveal ancient ruins that have been hidden
from outsiders for centuries and discover a mysterious artifact, a gold and metal shelled Ball. As you progress towards solving
the mystery of this amazing place you must unlock the secrets of the Ball and learn to control this ancient artifact. Venturing

deeper into the volcano, you reveal some of mankind’s greatest secrets and you will start to encounter not just puzzles and traps,
but also various strange creatures – the guardians of this mystery. These creatures have to be overcome, using only the Ball to

defend you.

Key Features

8 hours of single-player adventure

Game mechanics that are very simple to pick up, immersing the user in the physics-based gameplay right from the start

8 huge levels to explore

Includes bonus Survival game mode, with 4 additional levels

Wide range of enemies to overcome, including mummies and an undead gorilla
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Unique vehicles – an underground train and the mysterious “Ball Chariot”

35 secrets hidden away to be discovered, as well as multiple achievements for the player to earn

Steamworks™ features including achievements and leaderboards
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Title: The Ball
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Teotl Studios
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2010
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This is an easy to pick-up but hard to master deck building mixed with rogue-lite mechanics game. It is user-friendly and
straight-forward in the way it interacts with the player, and uses gameplay mechanics seen on many similar games of these
genres.

You begin by selecting a hero (many of which you unlock in a particular area of each chapter map - then buy in the shop), one
of the many the game offers, and you deck-build on each different hero's traits and abilities. I have played with mages and
rogues mainly which offer a very satisfying gameplay. Some cards are similar for all the characters, while others are unique and
follow each character when in battle.

The graphics are well done but kinda copy the standard looks of late indie rpg's. Audio and music is ok for what it is, nothing
great.

The game is hard, maybe harder than expected. You will have to find the perfect card combination to defeat bosses, while elites
offer a tough challenge as well. Expect to die plenty here.

In general the game is recommended. It offers plenty of challenge and is pretty and well done even in current state (0.75). It
offers straight-forward but tough choices, and pushes the player to use various strategies on each enemy available. It is in early
access so I expect great things here. For those who enjoy card and rogue-*whatever games it is an easy selection.. This shooter
wasn't near as long as the original Unreal, but it had a much better storyline. The controls were tighter, the weapons cooler...
even on modern pcs, the graphics were very well done. The game, however, does have gameplay issues and bugs. There were
many occasions of unwarranted game crashes, and "dying" time you saved the game, which was really odd. If you could keep
going through these minor issues though, the game was definitely worth playing. 7/10. Why, i thought it was multiplayer but no
it was not that bad just being singleplayer but next how crappy it is the 3 computer bots or more. The bots keep aiming and
killing me first then its like watching a football match while your having a penalty i don't recomend getting this crappy game..
This game is quite similar to another title from the same developer called Glory of the Roman Empire. Still this has its own
perks, but its not a simple city builder. You have to work out your economy as best as possible as you make a metropolis out of
a collection of smaller cities. When your flow of goods is fluid enough then you just have to worry about keeping people content
as you glorify the city with wonders like grand temples and the colloseum.

Its a fine game, but not the best as other games are.. Point & click game from the makers of A Vampyre Story. You play with 3
characters which use an inventory to use objects. You have to use the help of the TAB key to discover the Hotspots, it's
impossible without it. It's a fun game with good graphics and sound to play and finish in 5 hours. Finish it on windows 10.. Good
music, nice hand drawn art, an alright story and some great music to go along with it. I felt like all the characters had some type
of personality to them and it was always a highlight to explore new areas. However there is alot of backtracking with i personally
don't mind an well without spoiling anything, a glitched final boss fight.

Also just a long shot here but does anyone know how to get the "widget" i got everything in the game besides it and the wiki
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gave me vague info. If you know how to get it PLEASE tell me in detail. thak you.. does what it says on the tin. nothing more,
nothing less. I recommend this game at its sale price of $5, but not $15. Most of the game is really interesting. It lets you play in
the point of view of all the sides, which I really liked. There are also lots of choices that are available. However, it felt like these
choices didn't add up to much. There's really no gameplay, however thats not bad. The story keeps you interested. However, the
ending is very disappointing. It feels like they wanted to add more to the game but ran out of budget. I would recommend
buying the game when it's on sale for $5. I think that $15 is too much. Play the demo and if that interests you, pick it up on sale
when it's $5 or less.. A kinda boring after a while but, it is bullet hell so.
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Duuuude.....sweet.. Really great game.. 10/10 best game best game!. Game crashes during first loading screen.... it's a very fun
game! of all the game dev sims i've played, this one provides the most depth and replayability through the vast amount of
choices you are given, and with the recent workshop update, anyone who knows even a lick of lua can pretty much add anything
they want to the game

a small ui to list all employees, their current activities and whether or not they've got an attribute point would be a nice addition
to make micromanagement a bit less of a chore, since it's pretty easy to miss when an employee gets an attribute point unless
you keep checking on their sprite

as another review stated, the time scaling for game development could definitely be tweaked a bit so platforms can support more
than one or two games in their lifespan

multiplatform support would also be nice, this would be a really nice game to install on my linux laptop to play while i'm
travelling

overall, i'd say it's definitely worth its pricetag!
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